“Log Your Memory” Felt Cover
Here is what you will need to create your own feltie cover. I started with 3-4 colors of felt, some "Heat &
Bond" iron on stuff, my book and a "vision" (kinda gotta have a vision when you are making something
up!) I chose the dark olive felt for my actual cover and cut it to measure 17 1/2" long x 8 1/2" wide.

I chose white felt for my inside piece, ironed "Heat & Bond" to it, and then cut it to measure 13" long by 8
1/2" wide.

I have a REALLY BAD PHOTO for the next step, so try and read through this and refer to my
"homegrown" pattern so that I don't have to put up the photo. Lay your "cover" piece out flat and then
"place" your inside piece in the center (do not iron yet!). IMPORTANT - you will want approx. 2 1/4"
inches left on each side. Using a piece of chalk, or even a pen, lightly make a mark at each end of the
center piece so that you know where your flaps will be. Fold over flaps towards the center and “iron” just
to create a crease. “WHY are we doing this” you are wondering??? What you want to know at this point is
where and how big the FRONT panel of your book cover will be....because it is time to stitch!

Felt Flower Instructions

Choose a color of felt for your flower and iron on some “Heat & Bond” to the backside of it. (I do
this so that I can iron it into place before I stitch. I do not apply the HEAT & BOND to the centers of my
flower because it makes it really hard to get the needle through all of the layers!)

•
•
•
•

Flower – use the pattern attached or die cut a flower shape. My flower ROUGHLY
measures 3 ½” inches from petal-to-petal.
Center #1 – cut a circle measuring approx. 2” in one color
Center #2 – Cut a circle to measure 1 ½” in a coordinating color
Leaves – cut 2 leaves from green felt (I am sure you knew that!)

Okay, time to place your flower onto the FRONT panel of your cover and iron it on. If it makes is
easier to figure out where to put the flower, use the “Log your Memory” book and “wrap” it with
the felt cover piece as if it was the finished cover. (this is why I wanted you to make chalk marks
where the flaps are.) Now place your flower on the cover and iron it on. NOTE: Be sure to remove
the paper backing of the Heat & Bond, and remove the book before you iron!

Stitch around the entire flower. I am not a pro stitcher what-so-ever- so NEVER do as I do. My
stitches are often very wonky and I pull them out a lot…there are many great tutorials and
examples online…here is a great one:
http://www.futuregirl.com/craft_blog/2007/09/tutorial-hand-sew-felt.aspx
Now, place your larger circle center and stitch this on. I stitched the larger center on with a
“blanket Stitch” and then added the smaller circle on with a backstitch.
Place your leaves where they look best and stitch’em on!

Mo

Take your entire cover piece and lay it on a flat surface with right side down (refer to photo above). Remove
the “Heat & Bond” paper backing from the smaller center felt piece and place it onto your entire cover
piece, right onto the center where you will have those 2 ¼” ends. Iron in place. Once your smaller felt
inside piece is in place, flip over those end flaps towards the center and pin just the top and bottom edges
into place. (These flaps are where the front cover and back cover will slip into to keep the book covered.)
Now simple stitch a “blanket stitch” around all of the outside edges and then slide your book into the
cover!

